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Abstract What started as a social utility for sharing short

bursts of ‘inconsequential information’ has become a

powerful information network capable of both tracking and

shaping current events. From orchestrating government

insurgencies to tracking epidemics, the majority of infor-

mation shared via Twitter contains semantic relevance to

contemporary topic(s), according to recent statistics. And,

in consequence, Twitter is considered by researchers as an

ideal platform for sentiment analysis. Compared to other

online arenas such as forum discussions, blogs, and Face-

book postings, Twitter frequently yields a higher degree of

sentiment analysis accuracy due to the shortness of each

post (140 character limit per Tweet). Various natural lan-

guage processing techniques have been used to success-

fully perform sentiment classification on a group of

Tweets. However, these techniques analyze text using both

English-specific grammar rules and lexicons. Since there

are fewer resources or tools in other languages, researchers

often attempt to first use machine translation to translate

the text into English. Often, translation errors introduce

noise that obfuscates the results. In this study, we are

analyzing the accuracy of sentiment analysis using an ad

hoc and a translated sentiment lexicon in terms of capa-

bility of predicting the results of a future occurrence. We

collected some 22,000 tweets using Twitter Search and

Streaming APIs regarding a highly popular TV Show

called ‘‘O Ses Türkiye’’ to predict the winner (Turkish

version of globally known voice contest ‘‘The Voice of

America’’). We first performed a frequency-based statisti-

cal classification using an English sentiment lexicon

translated into Turkish as well as a small ad hoc Turkish

sentiment lexicon generated specifically for this study. We

also use a k-means clustering technique using the two

sentiment lexicons to evaluate the accuracies. Our study

concludes that although using a translated sentiment lexi-

con (or training data for that matter) can also give a rough

estimate for the result of a future event successfully, a

language-specific ad hoc lexicon yields better granularity

with higher discriminative power between negative, posi-

tive and neutral tweets. We also show the effect of auto-

matic spell check and stemming in tweets on the predictive

and discriminative power of auto-translated sentiment

lexicon on a target language.

Keywords Social media mining � Sentiment analysis �
Sentiment lexicon � Multilingual sentiment analysis

1 Introduction

The rapid growth of social media in recent years has

contributed a lot to the problem of big data. As a dynamic

platform, social media produces an enormous amount of

data daily which demands special attention in terms of

natural language processing techniques to harvest infor-

mation. Therefore, sentiment analysis or opinion mining as

a data mining activity has emerged in the last decade. In

many different research areas from computer science to

political science, sentiment analysis has recently turned

into an indispensible endeavor to extract opinion of the
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author from text as the social media is widely deployed by

the globe.

Social media is defined in Kaplan and Haenlein (2010)

as ‘‘a group of Internet-based applications that build on the

ideological and technological foundations of Web 2.0, and

that allow the creation and exchange of User Generated

Content.’’ In this study, we focus on Twitter social plat-

form due to the shortness of what is called a tweet or posts

shared by the users.

Two very key features of interactions on social media

platforms, on Twitter in particular, stand out as to explain

the influence of these interactions over real life events. As

stated in the above definition of social media, these social

platforms enable ‘‘the exchange of user generated content’’.

Especially when considered together with a 140 character

limit, a tweet as user-generated content usually expresses

an opinion about a specific entity such as an event, a person

or a product.

A study conducted on a network of Twitter user profiles

based on follower-followed relationship (Bakhshandeh

et al. 2011), finds that the average degree of separation on

this network is approximately 3.43; a value much lower

than what was originally thought with the ‘‘small world’’

phenomenon. In other words, it would not be wrong to say

that the globe has turned into one densely connected

society. This feature of social networks makes the dis-

semination of an idea or a statement almost an instanta-

neous event. Furthermore, connectedness between people

in faraway locations combined with the freedom of gen-

erating a personal content creates a setting where a support

as well as an opposition system can easily be formed

towards or against any person, event or product. Therefore,

social media has a massive power over shaping people’s

opinions or otherwise triggering current social or political

events.

The relation between social media and events such as

public demonstrations, protests and revolutions have been

recognized recently as an interesting research area

(Howard and Duffy 2011). We briefly discuss some of the

work that studies this correlation from Political Science

perspective.

Business and Marketing is another area where social

media has actively been utilized (Chen et al. 2011). Sup-

porting quick and viral distribution of content, social media

establishes an ideal platform to advertise products or ser-

vices. Since people usually tend to share opinionated

content, firms exploit the social media as a tool to analyze

how satisfied customers are regarding a particular product.

For these firms, this also gives a chance to take necessary

precautions against negative opinions and to monitor a

competitor’s product as well.

Social Media plays an active role in people’s decision-

making. Majority of information shared on social platforms

resonates in real life in different forms from an increase in

the sales for a product to an outbreak of a protest. Hence,

Twitter can serve as an effective instrument to generalize

public opinion on a particular subject. This also means that

it can be used to predict the result of a future event, when

result is determined based on the polarity of people’s

opinions.

Despite the direct influence of social media on real life

events, opinion mining on social media remains as a big

challenge for especially mining non-English text. This

mostly stems from the lack of analysis tools and data for

these languages. A widely adopted technique to overcome

this shortcoming for non-English languages has been to

auto-translate available English resources in other desired

languages (sentiment lexicons and training data). As such,

in this study we are analyzing the effectiveness of this auto-

translated data in determining polarity of tweets in a for-

eign language towards predicting the result of a future

event. We analyze more than 22,000 tweets collected over

a period of 1 week regarding a voice contest in Turkey. We

compare the accuracy of an English sentiment lexicon

versus an ad hoc sentiment lexicon generated in Turkish

language for this specific task.

An interesting property of Twitter platform is that it has

its own language usage stereotype regardless of the lan-

guage of the user. This mostly stems from the character

limit on tweets, since a post limited by 140 characters

forces the users to express their thought using as little

characters as possible. The resulting posts usually exhibit

poor language usage such as incorrect grammar and spel-

ling. One such commonly adopted user behavior is drop-

ping the vowels for Turkish. Elongating a word with

repeated characters for stress is another typical user

behavior on Twitter. Therefore, sentiment analysis on

Twitter requires its own approaches and resources that take

these dynamics of the platform into account, instead of

using off-the-shelf resources which are developed usually

for a foolproof language usage. Consequently, we compare

the translated English lexicon with an ad hoc sentiment

lexicon we generated instead of using an existing Turkish

lexicon.

To predict the winner of the contest, we run some fre-

quency-based statistical classification using the number of

positive and negative words in the tweet. We also use a

k-means clustering approach to investigate the classifica-

tion with a translated sentiment lexicon and our ad hoc

sentiment lexicon. Our study shows that although both

sentiment lexicons can predict the winner (based on the

number of positive tweets for each contestant), our ad hoc

sentiment lexicon is more precise in terms of classification

with less number of tweets in neutral group and more in

positive group. As for the k-means approach compared to

our statistical classification, while the clarity of groups of
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tweets in terms of their polarity is worse, clustering based

on our ad hoc sentiment lexicon still yields a better dis-

criminative power. We suggest a new distance measure to

provide a better and clearer clustering result with k-means

clustering algorithm based on the ratio of positive and

negative tweets over the total sentiment words in a par-

ticular tweet.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In

Sect. 2, we give a discussion of previous work that has

been conducted on social media. To give a broader sense

of how widespread the applications of social media

analysis is, we have included several different applica-

tions, each of which has its own distinct goal in terms of

the information sought in social media content. From

stock market to movie success prediction, one can find

many different studies targeting to find correlation

between the social media content and real life occurrences

about a particular entity. Section 3 includes a brief dis-

cussion on how we obtained the data through Twitter

Application User Interfaces (APIs). In Sect. 4, we

describe the statistical classification of text in terms of

polarity and provide comparative results for sentiment

lexicons we used for our analysis. Section 5 provides the

same comparative analysis and results with a k-means

clustering algorithm. We have quantitatively compared

the predictive and discriminative powers for these lexi-

cons and techniques in Sect. 6. Concluding remarks and

the future direction of this work is laid out in Sect. 7 with

a brief summary of the results. Finally, the references

cited throughout this work are given.

2 Related work

Social media mining has recently turned into a very active

research topic as more and more people participate in the

social network. Although the information mined from

social media content or the goal of each social media study

varies, one thing is always commonly needed: an effective

sentiment analysis technique.

User reviews on e-commerce web sites such as Amazon

have been used widely as sentiment analysis data. Based on

user reviews a suggestion mechanism for products and

movies has been also studied (Pang et al. 2002; Wiebe et al.

1999). Since users offer their views about different aspects

of a product, it is highly anticipated to find rich opinionated

content in such texts. Machine learning techniques have

been used to distinguish high-quality reviews from low-

quality ones to enable a better opinion summarization (Liu

et al. 2007). Similarly, user reviews collected from various

different sources were analyzed to evaluate the actual

quality for products, omitting those that are found biased

(Mcglohon et al. 2010).

Another application of social media analysis reveals that

social media can be as informative as other mainstream

media resources with a study on identifying the winner of

American National Football League (NFL) betting by

using sentiment on relevant tweets (Hong and Skiena

2010).

A study conducted on a billion tweets covering the

period of time between the year 2006 and 2009 evaluates

the general public opinion about the economy and the

president Obama in the USA (O’Connor et al. 2010).

Results show that sentiments obtained from tweets reflect

the popular polling organizations’ results.

German election results, likewise, were predicted with a

simple statistical evaluation on tweets that include the

name of politicians and political parties (Tumasjan et al.

2010).

Another preferred area for sentiment analysis applica-

tions emerges as movie sector. To predict the success of

new movies, some studies show that Twitter yields more

accurate results than other news sources (Lu et al. 2014;

Sadikov et al. 2009). In another study, emotions in emails

were evaluated using sentiment words to determine the role

of gender in using the type of emotion or sentiment word

(Mohammad and Yang 2011).

Some studies try to find a correlation between the stock

market and sentiment shared on Twitter (Porshnev et al.

2013; Bollen et al. 2011; Bar-Haim et al. 2011). Another

interesting study reveals that changes on people’s emotions

that are expressed on Twitter affect the stock market values

within 2–3 days (Bollen et al. 2011) and predict the stock

market values with 87.6 % accuracy. To predict the

changes in stock exchange values, a study evaluates the

reviews of the users that are determined to be experts based

on a model they developed. In Zhang and Skiena (2010), a

stock exchange model was developed based on social

media.

Sentiment lexicons and training data have a fundamental

place in the theory and applications of sentiment analysis.

Several different approaches are proposed for generating

new sentiment lexicon or to extending the existing ones.

Today, most of the studies we came across in this domain

utilize the online dictionary called WordNet (Miller et al.

1990) which includes synonyms and antonyms for words.

Several automated techniques for creating sentiment lexi-

cons exist in literature. Most of them are extending some

seed words based on synonyms and antonyms found in

WordNet (Hu and Liu 2004; Kim and Hovy 2004;

Mohammad et al. 2009; Kamps et al. 2004; Williams and

Anand 2009; Blair-Goldensohn et al. 2008; Hassan and

Radev 2010; Esuli and Sebastiani 2005; Sebastiani et al.

2006; Kim and Hovy 2006).

Another technique for sentiment word discovery has

been through crawling web pages to find word categories
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such as pros or cons as candidates to be sentiment words

(Kaji and Kitsuregawa 2006, 2007).

Extracting pros and cons from online reviews has been

another interesting application in natural language pro-

cessing domain, particularly in sentiment analysis task

(Kim and Hovy 2006). The idea in this particular study is

to find out the reason(s) why the author likes or dislikes the

reviewed product.

Multilingual analysis in NLP has been recognized as an

important problem and numerous studies have investigated

possible ways of using resources across different lan-

guages. One of the most commonly used techniques is to

use machine translation towards exploiting resources

available in one language such as sentiment lexicon and

training data in other languages.

To evaluate the subjectivity between sentences in dif-

ferent languages, a system is developed with the intention

of leading to a better and more comprehensive subjectivity

and sentiment analysis (Kim et al. 2010).

For multilingual subjectivity analysis machine transla-

tion is also used to translate English corpus into another

language (Banea et al. 2008).

For sentiment analysis involving more than one lan-

guage, translating text is another way of using foreign

resources. In Bautin et al. (2008), news articles from dif-

ferent countries have been analyzed after being translated

into English via machine translation and the general

opinions in these countries regarding a specific topic or a

person is then visualized on the map. Sometimes multiple

languages can be used together in one sentiment analysis

system by training system with data from the languages

included. In Boiy and Moens (2009) English, French, and

Dutch languages were used together and different charac-

teristics of these languages in terms of the performance of

analysis have been discussed. With a study conducted on

text in Spanish and English, it is believed that a language

specific corpus is the leading way to a successful sentiment

analysis as translation based systems degrade performance

and accuracy (Brooke et al. 2009). Due to the poor per-

formance of the use of translated data in sentiment analy-

sis, ‘‘co-training approach’’ is proposed to use two versions

of training data from two languages, Chinese and English

in one classification system (Wan 2009). In contrast to this,

some studies reports accuracy improvements in subjectiv-

ity classification of English text by using additional fea-

tures from other languages (Banea et al. 2010). A statistical

method for generating sentiment lexicon for multiple lan-

guages is introduced in Lin et al. (2014) to enable multi-

lingual sentiment analysis. Translation-based subjectivity

lexicon generation and subjectivity annotated corpus gen-

eration with manual intervention have been also studied in

literature for multilingual sentiment and subjectivity anal-

ysis (Mihalcea et al. 2007). A language-independent

modeling between documents and topic is introduced in

Boyd-Graber and Resnik (2010) based on the structural

relationship discovery in documents of different languages.

A similar approach is adopted in Prettenhofer and Stein

(2010) for cross-language sentiment analysis and text

classification.

As mentioned earlier, one interesting application of

sentiment analysis on social media is to predict the result of

future events. To the best of our knowledge, no research

has investigated how a language-specific sentiment lexicon

and a translation-based sentiment lexicon perform in pre-

dicting the future when the data is available in only one

language. Therefore, this study aims to find out if a

translation-based lexicon can be utilized for this job with

comparative results.

3 Data collection

Twitter provides access to its data through Application

User Interfaces (API). We collected some 22,000 tweets

using what is called Search and Streaming APIs. While

Search API is used to collect recent tweets, Streaming API

allows access to Twitter’s global stream of data with low

latency. To collect tweets about a particular topic, these

APIs provide an opportunity to specify query words.

Therefore, only those tweets that include the requested

query words are returned. Using these APIs, we have

generated an open source library written in PowerShell and

made it available to access in https://github.com/Meshk

Devs/InvokeTwitterAPIs.

To collect our tweets, we chose to use contestant names

and their Twitter user names as well as the name of the TV

Show as our query words. The data covers a period of

1 week just before the season finale of the show to make

sure that tweets are highly relevant and express opinion

about the result. Figure 1 shows the distribution of the

number of tweets with time for the covered period.

4 Frequency-based statistical classification

To investigate the polarity of tweets in our data set, we

have adopted a lexicon-based unsupervised learning tech-

nique. As mentioned in Sect. 2, using an auto-translated

lexicons or a training data is a widely used approach to

classifying non-English text. To compare this approach

with classification using the ad hoc sentiment lexicon we

generated, we have used an English sentiment lexicon

which includes around 6800 words from Hu and Liu

(2004). We first translated these sentiment words into the

language of our tweets, Turkish, using Google’s online

translator. For our Turkish ad hoc sentiment lexicon, we
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have analyzed the tweets to find repetitive words or phra-

ses. We have included in our ad hoc sentiment lexicon

those words or phrases that have been used at least ten

times in the entire dataset to reduce the overhead costs of

manually annotating the sentiment words.

The nature of social media is quite different from that of

traditional written text on other sources such as mainstream

media in terms of the use of language. We have observed

that shared context on social media suffers severely from

lack of proper spelling, punctuation and grammar use, as

well as nonnative-native character exchange especially for

Turkish. Dropping vowels in words is another typical user

behavior that can often be encountered on Twitter for

Turkish.

We compare these two lexicons in several different

ways to analyze the discriminative power of each set of

sentiment words between positive and negative polarities.

We evaluate the success of these lexicons based on how

well they can predict the winner of the aforementioned

voice contest. We also aim to find out how Twitter can be

exploited in the best possible way to accomplish this job.

Our evaluation of the results derives from the way

winner is determined in this contest. During the finale of

the show, people send text messages for the contestant they

want to see as the winner. This implies that negative

opinions have no effect on the final result of the contest, as

people can only text the name of the contestant that they

support. Our assumption is that this very same thing will

take place on Twitter, meaning there should be more

supporting or positive tweets than negative and neutral

tweets about each particular contestant.

The evaluation of the result throughout this paper is

therefore, based on how much the results conform to this

assumption. In other words, we think that in this particular

event, tweets should be highly opinionated especially in

favor of positive tweets. Therefore, a large number of

neutral tweets, and/or very close negative and positive

tweet counts will be considered as low discriminative

power. We will see that, especially results obtained from

using our ad hoc sentiment lexicon strongly correlate to

this expectation. Therefore, the term predictive power for a

lexicon is used to refer to the ability of predicting the

winner correctly. This happens when the actual winner

(contestant named ‘‘Elnur’’ in this case) has the highest

number of positive tweets compared to the number of

positive tweets for other contestants. On the other hand, the

term discriminative power refers to the ability to yield a

greater difference between the number of tweets with dif-

ferent polarities, especially between positive and negative

groups, conforming the results to the assumption and

expectation mentioned above.

4.1 Analysis with names and hashtags

To investigate the power of Twitter for foreseeing the

result of an event, tweets in our data set were analyzed in

terms of number of mentions, hash-tags and the names of

contestants. This approach is very similar to the study

where German election result was predicted successfully

based on the number of tweets that make mention of a

particular politician or a political party (Tumasjan et al.

2010). The common background for these two cases lies in

the fact that the result is determined by public opinion. This

fact renders Twitter as a very powerful tool to predict a

future occurrence when public opinion is the dominant

factor.

Figure 2 shows the final four contestants and the number

of tweets that include their names and/or mention their user

names on Twitter. In the finale, contestant named Elnur has

been declared the winner of the contest, same as our result

indicates in Fig. 2.
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4.2 Frequency-based statistical classification based

on word counts

A frequency-based statistical classification technique has

been used to distinguish positive tweets from negative ones

based on the number of positive and negative sentiment

words in a tweet. The difference between positive words

count and negative word count in a tweet gives the polarity

for that particular tweet. If the difference is smaller than

zero, the tweet is classified as negative. If it is greater than

zero, then the tweet becomes positive. All other tweets

which have equal number of positive and negative senti-

ment words are classified as neutral. The pseudocode for

this classification algorithm is shown in Fig. 3.

4.2.1 Classification of raw data with translated sentiment

lexicon

To scrutinize how and when an auto-translated lexicon

produces the best performance for sentiment classification,

several different preprocessing procedures were applied to

the data. First we explored the performance of this senti-

ment lexicon on plain data without any preprocessing.

Figure 3 shows the classification results using the trans-

lated lexicon on raw data.

As seen in Fig. 3, the number of tweets classified as

neutral is considerably high (63.7 % of all relevant tweets)

compared to the number of tweets in other two groups. Yet,

in terms of predicting the winner, this classification reveals

valuable accurate information. For all contestants, positive

and negative tweet counts are also very close to each other

with this classification. For this particular case, the trans-

lated sentiment lexicon has a small predictive power which

can still be used to predict the result of the contest. Dis-

criminative power is on the other hand quite low since

negative and positive tweet counts are very close to each

other and number of neutral tweets is very high.

4.2.2 Classification of spell-checked data with translated

sentiment lexicon

We have reviewed the spellings in our tweets that consti-

tute our data set. A tool called NZemberek is utilized to

apply our preprocessing operations. NZemberek is the.NET

version of the original natural language processing library,

Zemberek, which supports spelling control and stemming

for Turkish (Akın and Akın 2007). For misspelled words,

our goal was not to determine the correct word exactly as

this would require a totally different level of analysis.

Oftentimes, the spell checker returned one correct spelling

suggestion. Yet other times, we have included all sugges-

tions from our spell checker assuming that the polarity of

all of these suggestions is the same.

In Fig. 4, the classification result for the translated

lexicon in concert with the spell-checked tweets is given.

One can see that discriminative power of this lexicon has

improved as the number of neutral tweets was reduced and

difference between positive and negative tweet counts is

slightly increased. An increase in both the number of

positive tweets and the difference between positive tweet

counts for the winner and other contestants can also be
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observed indicating a better predictive power. We have

considered this classification still not very precise. Com-

prising 48.8 % of the relevant tweets; the number of neutral

tweets is still quite large for such a subjective topic in a

very critical period of time when everybody is highly likely

expressing their opinions.

4.2.3 Classification of spell-checked and stemmed data

with translated sentiment lexicon

Turkish is an agglutinative language where complex words

or sentences are formed by concatenating suffixes to a root

word. An exaggerated example in Oflazar et al. (1994)

helps explain this linguistic nature of Turkish better:

which can be separated into its morphemes as follows:

Translation of this word or sentence into English is also

given in Oflazar et al. (1994) as: ‘‘(behaving) as if you were

of those whom we might consider not converting into an

Ottoman.’’

Therefore, we expect that using a translated lexicon will

perform better with such a morphologically rich language

when text is stemmed into its morphemes and root. As

otherwise the actual root word, which is usually what is

included in the sentiment lexicon, will not be detected for

such inflected words.

The translated lexicon is used after a stemming process

applied to the tweets. Results in Fig. 5 show a dramatic

impact of this preprocessing step on the predictive power

of the lexicon by enlarging the difference between positive

tweet counts. Although the number of neutral tweets is

reduced to 36 % from what was originally 63.7 % with raw

data, impact on discriminative power has not been

observed to be significant as the number of tweets in each

polarity group are still close. This does not conform to the

expectations we had due to the characteristics of the contest

and the criticality of the time frame.

4.2.4 Classification of data with a Turkish ad hoc

sentiment lexicon

As stated before, we have generated a Turkish ad hoc

sentiment lexicon out of most used words and phrases in

tweets. Since there is not a readily available, comprehen-

sive and language specific sentiment lexicon for Turkish

sentiment analysis on Twitter, this approach is a very

convenient way of generating one that is relevant to the

topic of tweets. Moreover, for the sake of investigating

performance differences between language specific lexi-

cons and an auto-translated lexicon, we believe that such

an ad hoc lexicon will suffice to draw a conclusion. Our ad

hoc sentiment lexicon includes most used 536 words and

phrases in the entire data set of 22,705 tweets. We think

that since the sentiment words generated this way will

include any mistakes regarding the language grammar and

spelling that exist in the original data set, we do not need to

apply any preprocessing at this stage.

The result of our classification algorithm is given in

Fig. 6. For this classification our small ad hoc sentiment

lexicon is used. The result shows that, this lexicon has a

strong discriminative power as the number of tweets clas-

sified as neutral is relatively quite small (%32). Moreover,

we can easily observe that for every contestant difference

between positive and negative/neutral tweet counts has

significantly increased, meaning that this ad hoc lexicon

can better discriminate between positive and negative/

neutral tweets as well. In favor of predicting the winner,

classification with our ad hoc sentiment lexicon presents a

very clear picture with greater positive tweet counts for

each contestant as we expected.
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Fig. 6 Raw data classification with ad hoc sentiment lexicon
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5 K-means clustering result

We have investigated the classification results in terms of

accuracy and precision with a translated sentiment lexicon

and a small ad hoc Turkish sentiment lexicon. Results are

shown in Sect. 4, using a classification technique based on

positive and negative word counts. In this section, to better

observe how precise these two types of sentiment lexicons

are with different classification techniques at classifying

text, we conduct the same analysis using a k-means clus-

tering approach.

Tweets are first classified using MatLab’s k-means

clustering algorithm using the provided squared Euclidean

distance measure. Then, we use our k-means clustering

implementation using a distance measure to detect and

group polarities in tweets. For two points, x and y with n

dimensions, the squared Euclidean distance measure is

calculated with Eq. (1).

d x; yð Þ ¼
Xn

i¼1

ðxi � yiÞ2 ð1Þ

In this equation, positive and negative word counts in

tweets are used as dimensions for individual data points.

K-means clustering tries to find the best groupings for

the input data based on a given cluster count, k. Using a

specified distance measure, the goal is to partition the data

into k clusters in a way that points in the same clusters are

as close to each other as possible while points from dif-

ferent clusters are farther apart. Each point in clusters has a

designated location in the space and different distance

measures quantify the distance between these locations.

Figures 7 and 8 show the k-means clustering results

with the translated sentiment lexicon and the ad hoc sen-

timent lexicon, respectively. One should interpret these

classification results in two different ways: predictive/dis-

criminative power and ambiguity between clusters.
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Fig. 7 a Data distribution in clusters. b Contestant ratings in clusters with translated lexicon
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Fig. 8 a Data distribution in clusters. b Contestant ratings in clusters with ad hoc Turkish lexicon
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Although our main concern in this study is to evaluate

the success of clustering based on its predictive power,

meaning how close the results are to the real life event’s

outcomes, clustering should be clear enough to guess the

underlying grouping rationale.

The clarity between cluster labels has been very low

when inspected manually. For instance, with the translated

sentiment lexicon, while two data points, P1 = {0,4} and

P2 = {0,5} have been assigned to different clusters,

another set of data points P3 = {2,0} and P4 = {0,4} have

been assigned to the same cluster. This makes it very dif-

ficult to determine which polarity (positive, negative or

neutral) each cluster represents. To our best guess, for this

classification result Cluster 1, Cluster 2, and Cluster 3

represent positive, neutral and negative sets of tweets,

respectively.

In this particular case with the squared Euclidean dis-

tance measure, the predictive power with both sentiment

lexicons is quite poor with very close number of tweets in

positive groups for different contestants. The number of

positive tweets for the winner is still slightly higher than

other contestants. We should also note that there still exists

an observable difference between the numbers of tweets in

positive group in favor of our ad hoc sentiment lexicon as

seen in Fig. 8.

As one can see from the plots in Figs. 7 and 8, squared

Euclidean measure based on positive and negative word

counts as data features, results in a clustering where the

distance between points from three different clusters can be

very small. This makes the clustering very ambiguous as it

will be very difficult to label these clusters.

To successfully cluster polarities in a group of text in a

more clear fashion, we have introduced a modified version

of Euclidean distance measure based on the ratio of posi-

tive and negative sentiment words. The new distance

measure between two data points x and y with n dimen-

sions is given in Eq. (2).

d x; yð Þ ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Xn

i¼1

xiPn
j¼1 xj

� yiPn
j¼1 yj

 !2
vuut ð2Þ

For the case of tweets as discussed earlier, each data

point always has only two dimensions. Therefore, Eq. (2)

can be rewritten as follows:

d x; yð Þ ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x1

x1 þ x2

� y1

y1 þ y2

� �2

þ x2

x1 þ x2

� y2

y1 þ y2

� �2
s

;

ð3Þ

where x1 and x2 represent, respectively, positive and neg-

ative sentiment wd counts in data point x.

Figures 9 and 10 show the clustering results we obtained

with this new distance measure using the translated senti-

ment lexicon and the ad hoc sentiment lexicon, respec-

tively. Compared to the Matlab’s k-mean algorithm and the

squared Euclidean distance measure, our clustering has

given a very clear image of the clustering of polarities.

With a quick manual inspection of the results, we were able

to determine that Cluster 1, Cluster 2, and Cluster 3 rep-

resent negative, positive and neutral polarities, respec-

tively. Also notice that, in the above figures, neutral tweets

very clearly separate the negative and positive groups.

The results show that with the ad hoc sentiment lexicon

we can discriminate better the negative and positive tweets

and the winner can be observed with a clearer picture. This

result also meets our expectations as the number of positive

tweets is considerably higher than negative tweet counts. In

other words, the results in Figs. 9 and 10 show that with

this k-means clustering approach, the ad hoc lexicon gives

better predictive power as well as better discriminative

power compared to the translated lexicon.
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Fig. 9 a Data distribution in clusters. b Contestant ratings in clusters with translated lexicon and new distance measure
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6 Comparison between ad hoc and translated
lexicons

After discussing the predictive and discriminative powers

for each individual lexicon and approach, we analyzed

these properties for aforementioned lexicons to compare

them quantitatively. For that, we have selected the spell-

checked and stemmed data classification for translated

lexicon (Fig. 5) and raw data classification for ad hoc

sentiment lexicon. We have also compared the predictive

and discriminative powers based on the results we obtained

with k-means clustering using these two lexicons.

To quantify these characteristics of a sentiment lexicon

is not trivial. We need a measure that can depict how

positive, negative and neutral tweets are segregated for

discriminative power. As mentioned before, we expect the

content of tweets to be highly opinionated due to the time

period they were collected, especially in favor of

expressing positive opinions about a particular contestant.

In other words, this measure of discriminative power needs

to be able to show how tweets are distributed in terms of

their polarities. Therefore, when the number of tweets in

each polarity group is closer to each other, this measure

should yield a lower discriminative power for the sentiment

lexicon used for classification. We think that index of

variance described below can serve this purpose.

Let pos, neg and neu represent the number of positive,

negative, and neutral tweets, respectively, for a particular

contestant, i. Based on these values, discriminative power

of the lexicon is measure for the contestant i as follows:

Mean ¼ pos þ neg þ neuð Þ=3 ð4Þ

Deviation pos ¼ mean-pos

Deviation neg ¼ mean-neg

Deviation neu ¼ mean-neu

ð5Þ

Variance ¼
X

ðdeviations2Þ=3 ð6Þ

Standard Deviation ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Variance

p
ð7Þ

Index of Variationi ¼ Standard Deviation=Mean ð8Þ

Based on the equations above, index of variance (IV)

measures how much the number of positive, negative and

neutral tweets are farther apart in respective numbers for a

particular contestant. In other words, it indicates how good

this lexicon is at discriminating tweets with different

polarities. A lower IV for discriminative power means that

numbers of positive, negative and neutral tweets are closer

to each other and renders the lexicon less discriminative.

We measure discriminative power of the lexicon this way

for each contestant and the final discriminative power is

obtained using Eq. (9) which takes the average of dis-

criminative powers for all four contestants.

Discriminative power ¼
X4

i¼1

IVi=4 ð9Þ

For the predictive power, we also need to be able to

measure which lexicon yields a clearer picture in terms of

determining the winner. We first measure the probability of

w for each contestant using the number of positive tweets

they received. For each contestant i, Eq. (10) calculates

this probability where pos represents the number of posi-

tive tweets for that contestant. Then the subsequent equa-

tions are used to calculate the distribution of these
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Fig. 10 a Data distribution in clusters. b Contestant ratings in clusters with ad hoc lexicon and new distance measure
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probabilities for each contestant. Index of variance (IV) in

Eq. (15), therefore, shows how these probabilities are dis-

tributed. While the discriminative power deals with the

distribution of positive, negative and neutral tweets for

each contestant, predictive power focuses on the distribu-

tion of probabilities of contestants to win. A lower IV for

predictive power means that these probabilities are closer

to each other and renders the lexicon less predictive.

Pi ¼
X4

j¼1

posi=ðposi þ posjÞ=3 i 6¼ j ð10Þ

Mean ¼
X4

i¼1

Pi=4 ð11Þ

Deviationi ¼ Pi� Mean ð12Þ

Variance ¼
X4

i¼1

Deviation2
i =4 ð13Þ

Standard Deviation ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Variance

p
ð14Þ

Index of Variation ¼ Standard Deviation=Mean ð15Þ

We have quantitated the predictive and discriminative

powers for the spell-checked and stemmed data classifi-

cation for translated lexicon (Fig. 5) and raw data classi-

fication for ad hoc sentiment lexicon (Fig. 6) in addition to

k-means clustering approaches (Figs. 9, 10). Table 1 shows

the comparisons of predictive and discriminative powers

based on the results we obtained using Eqs. 3–15.

Table 1 shows that our ad hoc lexicon gives a consider-

ably better discriminative power in comparison with the

translated lexicon. We observe from Table 1 that the pre-

dictive power of our ad hoc lexicon is slightly higher than

that of the translated lexicon. Yet, since the translated lexi-

con has very low discriminative power, its prediction will be

based on a smaller number of positive tweets. This explains

our earlier statement that the translated lexicon can also be

used to make a rough estimate about a future event and the ad

hoc lexicon gives a clearer picture due to a greater number of

positive tweets for predicting the outcome.

7 Concluding remarks

In this study, we have investigated the effectiveness of a

translated sentiment lexicon and an ad hoc sentiment lexicon

generated specifically for a language in terms of how

successful they can predict the results of future events. Since

tweets usually include abnormal language usage (spelling,

grammar, etc.), we have created this ad hoc lexicon rather

than using an off-the-shelf lexicon. We collected tweets

regarding a voice contest to compare the results for these two

lexicons. The success of these sentiment lexicons for senti-

ment analysis is evaluated in terms of what we call their

predictive power and discriminative power.

We have conducted analysis with raw data, spell-

checked data and stemmed data in concert with translated

lexicon. Result shows that these preprocessing steps

somewhat improve the predictive and discriminate power

for the translated lexicon. Based on the results, we con-

clude that this kind of preprocessing operations will

improve the results in sentiment analysis and natural lan-

guage processing in general for especially agglutinative

languages such as Turkish, Korean and Japanese, etc.

In terms of comparing the translated sentiment lexicon

with the ad hoc sentiment lexicon, our results show that,

although both can help predict the result of the subject voice

contest, the ad hoc sentiment lexicon lays out a clearer pic-

ture with better granularity where especially discriminative

power is considerably higher. Based on this result, we con-

clude that a language specific sentiment lexicon generated

specially for Twitter will always perform better in sentiment

analysis compared to a translated sentiment lexicon.

To obtain an in-depth insight of the comparison results, we

applied a k-means classification with a distance measure we

introduced. Especially when the results are highly dependent on

the distribution of tweets or data among all clusters rather than

the number of data points in one cluster (such as in this study),

language-specific sentiment lexicon should be adopted due to

its better granularity and clarity in terms of grouping the data.

As future work, we may consider to experiment the

same analysis with other languages. Similar to what is done

already here, performance of an ad hoc sentiment lexicon

may be compared to that of a general sentiment lexicon in

the same language. We are also planning to generate a

more comprehensive sentiment lexicon which, as our

results indicate, is much needed.
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